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A Matter of Scale
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Programmers
20 M

Data Analysts
50 M

Spreadsheet Users
1 B = 1000M

Search Users
4 B = 4000M

Target of 
Low Code Tools

Target of 
No Code Tools
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How do we make as easy as search?

training an ML model

building a dashboard

identifying patterns

data cleaning

…

So, what’s so great about search? 

Insight Discovery
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1. Imprecision 
permitted
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2. Human in a dialog 
with automation

3. Multiple modalities 
of specification 

3a. Keyword search

3b. Auto-correct
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3c. Completion
3d. Recommendation
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3e. Examples



Key Design Principles from Search

1. Imprecision tolerated 
– fuzziness, incompleteness, inaccuracies, …

2. Human in a dialog with automation
– both doing what they do best

3. Multiple specification modalities
– examples, keyword search, interactions/selection
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Adapting the Design Principles for Data Work
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• What input specifications does the system support? 
• How does the system engage in a dialog with the user?
• How does the system deal with imprecision (aka many matches)? 
• How does the system return results in an interactive manner?

How do we make as easy as search?

training an ML model
building a dashboard
identifying patterns
data cleaning
…



Case Study: Visual Query Systems

From Sketching to Natural Language: Expressive Visual 
Querying for Accelerating Insight. CACM, 2022

ShapeSearch: A Flexible and Efficient System for Shape-based 
Exploration of Trendlines. SIGMOD 2020 [Best Paper Award]

You can't always sketch what you want: Understanding 
Sensemaking in Visual Query Systems. VIS 2019

Effortless Visual Data Exploration with Zenvisage: An Interactive 
and Expressive Visual Analytics System. VLDB 2017



Analysts often 
have a need to 
search for patterns 
in a set of line 
charts

Often too many 
charts to look at!
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~50 days
white dwarf

massive star

~10%

Concrete Example: Astronomy

1000s of light curves to examine!



Why not use Visual Query Systems?

Most Similar

Least SimilarTimeSearcher [Hochheiser & Shneiderman 2004]
QuerySketch [Wattenberg 2001]
QueryLines [Ryall et al. 2005]
SoftSelect [Holz & Feiner 2009]
Google Correlate [Mohebbi 2011]

TimeSketch [Eichmann & Zgraggen 2015]
SketchQuery [Correll & Gleicher 2016]
Zenvisage [Siddiqui et al 2017]
Qetch [Mannino & Abouzied 2018]

However, none of this prior work has seen adoption! 

Can we develop a “useful” visual query system?
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Year-long design with battery scientists, astronomers, 
and genomics researchers



For more details on 
zenvisage’ novel design 
and how it works at 
scale, see our paper!



One Key Takeaway: Recommendations Kickstart Queries
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Direct sketch only useful 
to 20% of users

Drag & drop è tweak 
preferred Multiple input modalities help

+ Fostering a dialog helps



Result Querying Recommendation

Which visualizations
“look similar” to the 

selected pattern? 

What are the key 
patterns in this 

dataset?

234 like this 145 like this

Representative Patterns

Bottom-up Context Creation

Pattern 
Specification

Match 
Specification

What is the shape of 
the pattern query?

How should the pattern 
query be matched with 

other visualizations?

Taxonomy of Sensemaking Processes in VQSs

View
Specification

Slice-and-Dice

What data to visualize 
and how should it be 

displayed?

How does navigating 
to another data 

subset change the 
query result? 

is_star = True

is_star = FalseX :
Y :
Z :

Expression

Time

Gene Time

E
xp

re
ss
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n

Ge
ne

Top-down



Unaddressed Needs in Visual Query Systems
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Partial (ambiguous) specification
“I don’t want to provide a precise 
specification – just key features"

Approximate search
“I just want to match the 
shape, not the values"

Arbitrary combination of patterns 
“I want to be able to mix and match characteristics”

position duration intensity

AND

OR

NOT

AT LEAST

BETWEEN

CONCAT



ShapeSearch: The Next Generation VQS
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Keyword search for trendlines, with a panel showing the 
underlying system interpretation for validation (regex)

NLP Magic
[see paper!]

“Products whose sales have 
been decreasing in the last 

three months”

“Stocks that peaked in 2019”
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Decreasing, then increasing
and then decreasing +

1. Approximate with 
lines

2. Score each pattern 
independently

3. Aggregate

0.5 0.6

0.4

(0.5 + 0.6 + 0.4) / 3 = 0.5 

Fun with Algorithms: Scoring Patterns

Challenge: Large Exploration 
Space!

N(K-1) possible approximations 
(N = trend line length, K = no. of patterns)

Bottom-up algorithm: see paper!



Study Findings 

No one modality dominates!

Keyword search dominates for:
• sequence-based patterns
• sub-patterns
• multiple constraints 

Sketching dominates for: 
• precise pattern matching
• complex patterns
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è Supporting imprecision helps!



Case Study: Revisiting the Key Design Principles

1. Imprecision tolerated 
– sketch + keyword search offered valuable no-code ways to query vis

2. Human in a dialog with automation
– important to support constructive dialog
– kickstart with recommendations
– confirm/validate when unclear
– support multiple user workflows (three processes)

3. Multiple specification modalities
– sketch, drag-and-drop, keyword search, …

22See Dixin’s talk later today!



Now to simply apply it to the rest of data work!
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1. Imprecision tolerated 
2. Human in a dialog with automation
3. Multiple specification modalities

How do we make as easy as search?

training an ML model
building a dashboard
identifying patterns
data cleaning
…



Why Now?
Thanks to large pretrained models, we can now better
– Interpret imprecise input 
– Synthesize data work programs automatically
– Understand unstructured data (PDFs, images, videos, …)

But it’s still challenging to use these in practice! 
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Fuzzy 
input

Unstructured 
data

No way for users to verify/guide/correct system output 

See Sam and Justin’s talks later today!

Synthesis



Why Now (2) 

Impressive performance on 
understanding unstructured data 

However, mistakes still abound —
and are hard to fix.
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Image courtesy Manish Shetty

mistake

mistake

mistake

mistakes

See Hellina and Rachel’s talks later today!



Why Now? (3)

26See Shreya talk later today!



Why Now? (4)

If we are to make insight discovery as easy as search, such design 
principles are key, while meeting interactivity requirements at scale. 
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1. Imprecision tolerated 
2. Human in a dialog with automation
3. Multiple specification modalities


